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Young people in Haiti are learning to use the sun to cook, rather than charcoal or wood.

This helps avoid money, health & environmental costs – a burden on families & country.
Woodfire versus solar for cooking
• Leader & core group of a nonprofit in a training session from a PPAF colleague.
• Now they are building skills & reporting progress before expanding their reach.
• Another nonprofit team learning about solar cooking from a PPAF colleague.
• Young professionals & students formed the organization to help boost development.
• PPAF supports weekend solar cooking classes in a center for children from low-income families.

• The teachers are themselves former students.
A collaborator has donated sets of solar cookers to several orphanages.

PPAF supports demonstrations, training & monitoring by a local colleague.
• Solar cooking can put food on the table.
• Cooks & kids declare this a winner!
• The innovation is proving its worth.
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